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“Me? An Entrepreneur?”
To make the world a better place, we need great solutions. Entrepreneurs around the world have
been instrumental in advancing technological processes, disrupting traditional industries and
creating impactful change. Do you have an idea, solution or invention that you believe can make a
difference? NUS Enterprise can help: we’ve supported more than 1000 companies/ projects in our
history—including notable names such as Carousell, Shopback, Patsnap and more. This session
will provide an overview on our comprehensive end-to-end support for start-ups - from ideation and
validation programmes, to incubation, mentorship, access to funding and global market access.
This session will provide a brief overview of our offerings, as well as an opportunity to learn about
NUS’ most innovative and successful start-ups.
Brian is the Director of NUS Enterprise (a cluster of the National University of Singapore - NUS). Brian is an “Ecosystem Builder”. He has built several eco-system platforms that support Innovation and Entrepreneurship. This includes
building up Blk71 which has now become the JTC Launchpad area; an iconic entrepreneurial space in Singapore.
Currently, Brian is developing a synergistic innovation platform between the Singapore Science Park and the University
to promote university technologies/Intellectual property, commercialization and technology companies.
Prior to NUS, Brian together with some friends were involved in pioneering Adroit Innovations from a start-up company
to be a publicly listed company on the main board of the Singapore Stock Exchange in 2000. Brian started his career
as Senior Officer with United Overseas Bank and the last position he held was Assistant Vice President with United
Overseas Bank Group, Information Technology Sector before build his start-up.
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